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THE BREAKING TIDE 
KATIE ALENDER 
Putnam Children’s, Summer 2017 
 

In this Groundhog Day meets The Shining, Halen returns to her family’s isolated resort island off the coast of Virginia only to 
discover that someone or something is trying to kill everyone on the island and that she is stuck in a time loop repeating the same 
fatal day. 
       
       I remembered the salt air and pleasant repetitive rumbling of the waves from the previous night, the cold weight of the sand moving over my 
feet, the feeling of Alton’s mouth on my mouth, his hands on my cheeks…sliding down to my neck…the pressure of his fingers ever so slightly 
growing…and growing, until the firmness turns to tightening, and for a second I can’t tell what’s happening—only that in this instant, everything 
has changed. 
       I can’t breathe. I can’t see. I can’t feel my body, can’t smell the salt water—then, for a moment, there is stillness, and even though I’m fighting 
and suffocating, I can hear. 
      I hear…water. Dripping water. 
       BOOM. 
       I shot up in bed and swallowed a huge, hungry breath of air. 
       Then I looked around. I was back in my bedroom at the hotel. 
       What the actual what. 
       “Jesus,” I whispered, bending over so my head was between my knees. 
       Gingerly, I got up off the bed. Only when I was halfway across the room did I look down and see that the skin of my feet was pristine, unbruised 
and uncut. 
       Did this mean it never happened? 
       Did this mean it was all a dream? 
       The whole stupid, insane, horrific day—it was a dream? 
       I went out to the living room. The sight of my father standing in the kitchen, beginning to prepare his coffee, was like the undoing of every 
hideous moment I’d experienced the previous day. 
       “Good to the last drop…mmmm,” he said, giving me a thumbs-up. 
       I couldn’t believe my luck. I couldn’t believe how amazing life was. How wonderful it was just to be myself, standing here, with my dad, in the 
living room of this overly-nice hotel suite. 
       Dad walked over to the table and sat down. Then he picked up a folded newspaper off the table and let out a low whistle. 
       “Two weeks old,” he said. “Oh well. This is what I get for not charging my iPad.” 
       I took a step back. 
       “Look,” he said, setting the paper down and peering at it. “There’s a new Miss Whimbrel Island.” 
       Don’t say Paisley, I thought. 
       “Paisley Trumble, 17 years old, will be competing for the state title in two months.” 
       I was backed up against the wall, staring at my father, who sat cluelessly in his little tableau. Exactly as he’d looked when I came out of my 
room the day before. 

 
Category  Young Adult 
Editor:    Arianne Lewin 
Agent:   Matthew Elblonk  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  Manuscript Available 
 

AS DEAD AS IT GETS (Disney-Hyperion, 2013) Sold to: Newton Compton (Italian), Faces Publications (Chinese complex). 
FROM BAD TO CURSED (Disney-Hyperion, 2012) Sold to: Newton Compton (Italian), Faces Publications (Chinese complex).  
BAD GIRLS DON’T DIE (Disney-Hyperion, 2010) Sold to: Ediciones Versatil (Spanish), Newton Compton (Italian), Könyvmolyképző 
(Hungarian), Faces Publications (Chinese complex), Yabanci (Turkish).  

 
Katie Alender is the author of the BAD GIRLS DON’T DIE series from Disney-Hyperion, THE DEAD GIRLS OF 
HYSTERIA HALL, and MARIE ANTOINETTE, SERIAL KILLER. She is a graduate of the Florida State University Film 
School and lives in Los Angeles. She enjoys reading, eating delicious high-calorie foods, and hanging out with her 
husband and her Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Winston. 
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LOVE FROM THE FUNNY FARM  
Jenny Fran Davis 
St. Martin’s Press, Spring 2017 
 
Flora Goldwasser is private school perfection—all wrapped up in a vintage Grace Kelly dress.  But when she leaves elite Manhattan 
for an academy of unwashed hippies and ironic hipsters in the Hudson Valley, Flora discovers that when it comes to popularity and 
approval there is no commutative property. Her love of Maison Kayser pastries, perfect French conjugation, Jackie Kennedy 
sunglasses, and Audrey Hepburn movies make her the ultimate outsider in a land of kale, quinoa, and tattered tunics.  
 
Told through a collage of letters, emails and clippings, Jenny Fran Davis’s debut LOVE FROM THE FUNNY FARM is a thoughtful, 
nuanced story about identity, sex, friendship, and the bridges we cross (and burn) as we grow into ourselves. A budding Marxist, a 
bipolar Quebecois, a Jenna Lyons doppelganger, and a jacked dude named Agnes come together with a vending machine full of 
vintage accessories as Flora throws off the mantle of expectations, assumptions, and perfection—the trappings of her old life. A mix 
of Curtis Sittenfeld’s Prep, Meg Wolitzer’s The Interestings, and Maria Semple’s Where’d You Go, Bernadette?, this is an offbeat, 
modern YA novel with emotionally rich and compelling characters.  
 
Category  Young Adult/Contemporary Realistic 
Editor:    Sara Goodman 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  Manuscript Available  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Jenny Fran Davis is 20 years old and a junior at Wesleyan University, which gives her writing a wonderful 
“boots-on-the-ground” quality as she handles friendships, modern hook-up culture, and the pressures of 
high school. She is the recipient of the 2013 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards’ National Gold Medal for 
novels. In 2015, she was awarded a full scholarship to the Wesleyan Writers’ Conference based on an 
excerpt from LOVE FROM THE FUNNY FARM. This is her first novel. 
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THE WIRED TRILOGY 
Donna Freitas 
HarperTeen 
 
UNPLUGGED: June 2016 
THE BODY MARKET: March 2017 
THE MIND VIRUS: Fall 2017  
 
Praise for Donna Freitas’s previous novels: 
 
“As fragile and lovely as a rose.”—Jenny Han, bestselling author of The Summer I Turned Pretty series and To All the Boys I’ve 
Loved Before 
 
“Behold: A rare bloom of a book . . . THE POSSIBILITIES OF SAINTHOOD, while never gloomy or dogmatic, is a literary work of mercy. 
Let us rejoice and be glad.”—Gregory Maguire, bestselling author of Wicked 
 
“A remarkable book that will speak not just to teens, but to women of all ages.”—Sara Zarr, author of National Book Award finalist 
Story of a Girl 
 
 
In the tradition of M. T. Anderson’s Feed and Scott Westerfeld’s Uglies, Unplugged 
is the first in a provocative and compelling new series from acclaimed author 
Donna Freitas. 
 
Humanity is split into a dying physical world for the poor and an extravagant 
virtual world for the wealthy. Years ago, Skylar Cruz crossed over to the App World 
for a chance at a better life, and her family stayed behind in the Real World. Now 
Skye is a virtual teenager, surrounded by glamorous apps and expensive 
downloads—yet she’s never felt like she fits in, and all she wants is to see her 
mother and sister again. 
 
Skye is desperate and ready to risk everything to unplug from the App World. But 
she soon learns that the only person she can trust—in either world, including 
friends and family—is herself. 
 
Category  Young Adult/Dystopian 
Editor:    Tara Weikum 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  UNPLUGGED: PDF and Galley Available 
   THE BODY MARKET: Edited Manuscript Available 
Sold to:    UNPLUGGED: Blossom Books (Dutch) 
 
 

 
Donna Freitas is the author of several young adult and middle grade novels. She is also the author of 
adult nonfiction. She has written for national newspapers and magazines about religion, sex, hookup 
culture, and life on a college campus today, including The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, 
The Boston Globe, and The Washington Post.  She has appeared on NPR, The Today Show, CNN, and 
many other news media outlets, and she has lectured about her research at over a hundred colleges 
and universities across the United States. She lives in Brooklyn and Barcelona. 

www.donnafreitas.com 

http://www.donnafreitas.com/
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THE DARK INTERCEPT  
Julia Keller 
Tor, Spring 2017 
 
 
Your emotions aren’t just your emotions anymore. They’re ruthless killers, used by the state against its citizens.  
And the target? You. 
 
Think of the Dark Intercept as an emotional Taser, a 22nd century version of Orwell’s Room 101, where not just your fears and your 
worst nightmares, but all of your most powerful emotions can be used against you as a way to police the state…by the state. 
 
Like all the other good citizens of Skybridge, 16-year old Violet, secretly in love with 19 year old Danny—who is also hiding a much 
darker secret of his own—are implanted with the Dark Intercept Protocol: a way to prevent crime and monitor citizens by assaulting 
them with their most powerful lacerating memories. Most of all though, the Dark Intercept prevents the poor - who have been 
abandoned in SubCit, or Old Earth—from traveling to the New Earth, Skybridge, a place inhabited by only the rich and those hand 
picked to join them. 
 
Will Violet and Danny ever be able to be together, and where should their loyalties belong—with the rulers of Skybridge (including 
Violet’s father, it’s most powerful politician) or with the rebels who seek to destroy the Dark Protocol to restore personal freedom, 
and who have mastered the art of thwarting the Protocol? The future of Skybridge hangs in the balance, together with the fate of all 
the citizens on either side of the divide. 
 
 
 
 
Category  Young Adult/Dystopian 
Editor:    Susan Chang 
Agent:   Lisa Gallagher  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  Edited Manuscript Available  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Julia Keller spent twelve years as a reporter and editor for the Chicago Tribune, where she won a Pulitzer Prize. A recipient of a 
Nieman Fellowship at Harvard University, she was born in West Viriginia and lives in Chicago and Ohio. She is the author of the 
acclaimed teen novel Back Home,  the adult crime fiction series, featuring protagonist Bell Elkins (published by Minotaur) and the 
non-fiction book Mr. Gatling’s Terrible Marvel. 
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RIDING CHANCE  
Christine Kendall 
Scholastic, October 2016 
 
Life is full chances. And in every life a time will come — sometimes a split-second ― 
when you’ll need to decide to take a chance, or not. Will you cut left? Or turn right? Or 
stand still? For Troy, his chance has arrived in ways he never could have expected. He’s 
a kid with a passion. And dreams. And wanting to do the right thing. But after taking a 
wrong turn, he’s forced to endure something that’s worse than any juvenile detention 
he can imagine—he’s sent to the local city stables and made to take care of horses. It’s 
a disgusting, gritty job. The greatest punishment, though, has been trying to make 
sense of things since his mom died, and having to sort it all out while mucking stalls 
and getting beaten down by animals who have minds of their own.   
 
Troy is then forced to learn to play polo, a sport he thought was only for rich, white 
kids. And now he’s got to figure out which friends have his back, which kids to cut 
loose, and whether he and Alisha have a true connection. Laced with humor and 
beating with heartache, this novel grips, pulls, and takes readers on an unforgettable 
ride. Set in present day Philadelphia, Christine Kendall’s stunning debut is a hero’s 
journey through uncertain city streets, the challenges of brotherhood, and the chances 
we all take to find ourselves.   
 
Category  Young Adult/Contemporary Realistic 
Editor:    Andrea Pinkney 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  PDF Available  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Christine Kendall has been published in Niche Literary magazine, and several independent publications. 
She studied children’s literature at the Southampton Writers’ Conference, and was named a semi-finalist 
in the 2014 River Styx Micro-Fiction Contest. Before becoming an author, Christine worked in the field of 
law firm talent management. She was honored to join the NAACP Legal Defense & Educational Fund, Inc. 
(LDF) to coordinate the 50th anniversary commemoration of the historic Brown v. Board of Education 
decision. Riding Chance is her first novel. She lives in Philadelphia, PA.  
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THE MARKED GIRL 
Lindsey Klingele 
HarperTeen, June 2016 
 
Worlds collide in Lindsey Klingele’s debut young adult novel, an exciting 
fantasy tale turned upside down. 
 
Once upon a time, in a land far, far away (Los Angeles)… 
  
When Cedric, crowned prince of Caelum, and his fellow royal friends (including 
his betrothed, Kat) find themselves stranded in modern-day L.A. via a magical 
portal and an evil traitor named Malquin, all they want to do is get home to 
Caelum—soon. Then they meet Liv, a filmmaker foster girl who just wants to get 
out of the system and on with her life. As she and Cedric bond, they’ll discover 
that she’s more connected to his world than they ever could’ve imagined…and 
that finding home is no easy task… 
  
Lindsey Klingele’s debut novel has it all—humor, heart, and harrowing 
adventures—perfect for fantasy, realistic, and action fans alike. 
 
“A magical debut with a big heart.”—Elissa Sussman, author of Stray 
 

Coming in June 2017: THE BROKEN WORLD, the sequel to THE MARKED 
GIRL 
 
Category  Young Adult/Fantasy 
Editor:    Jessica MacLeish 
Agent:   Reiko Davis  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  PDF Available  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lindsey Klingele ended up in Los Angeles via airplane, not portal, coming from the fantastical land of 
Michigan. She has since worked in the writers’ rooms of television shows such as ABC Family’s ‘The Lying 
Game’ and ‘Twisted.’ The Marked Girl is Lindsey’s first novel. 
  
www.lindseyklingele.com 

 
 

http://www.lindseyklingele.com/
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THE LOST SERIES 
Tod Olson 
Scholastic 
 
LOST IN THE PACIFIC: November 2016 
LOST IN SPACE: Spring 2017 
LOST IN THE AMAZON: Fall 2017 
 
The LOST series is a collection of dramatic, fast-moving nonfiction narratives for 
upper middle-grade readers. Each book tells the story of a journey gone wrong: eight 
men stranded on rafts in the middle of the Pacific with nothing but four oranges to 
eat; the crew of Apollo 13 forced into a race against asphyxiation 100,000 miles from 
Earth; a 17-year-old girl lost in the rainforest after miraculously surviving a 10,000-
foot fall from a plane. Who will survive and who will die? What kind of ingenuity will 
it take to come out alive? How do people react when pushed to extremes?  
 
These are well-researched, meticulously sourced stories that are rich in historical 
context, yet written with the storytelling momentum of a gripping novel. They are 
books designed to get fiction lovers reading nonfiction. 
 

LOST in the Pacific: Not a Drop to Drink 
  
October, 1942. A B-17 bomber drones high over the Pacific Ocean on a top secret 
mission: Deliver Eddie Rickenbacker, America’s greatest living war hero, deep into 
the war zone. Canton Island, a tiny refueling stop, should be just below. But when 
the plane angles toward a landing, there is nothing but water. 
  
The bomber is lost, sending a desperate SOS into the empty air. There is one choice 
left. Fifteen tons of metal are headed for a vast tarmac of rolling swells, twice the 
height of a man. If the crew survives the impact, they will be left adrift hundreds of 
miles from nowhere. 
  
Eight men. Three inflatable rafts. Sixty-eight million square miles of ocean. A story of survival that would captivate a nation at war. 
 
Category:   Middle Grade Nonfiction 
Editor:    Paige Hazzan 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler 
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  LOST IN THE PACIFIC: PDF Available  
   LOST IN SPACE: Manuscript Available in July 
 

 
Tod Olson is author of the historical fiction series, How to Get Rich (Booklist Best Series Nonfiction for 
Youth), as well as numerous books for the school/library and classroom market. He has written for 
national magazines on the Columbine school shooting, homeless teens, the murder of Matthew 
Shepherd, and many other stories of interest to children and young adults. During his 25 years in 
children’s publishing he has edited and developed several collections of books for both school/library 
and classroom. 
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THE HARP AND THE RAVENVINE 
Book 2 of THE KEEPERS series 

Ted Sanders 
HarperCollins Children’s Books, March 2016 
 
Praise for Ted Sanders’s The Keepers series: 
 
“What we have here is a winding fantasy adventure that will appeal to readers of J.K. Rowling and Rick Riordan…I was left longing for 
the next episode.”—New York Times Book Review 
 
“A wildly original adventure, electric-paced and brain-bending, that will enthrall kids and adults alike. It’s more than a fantasy, 
building physics and folklore into its search to answer questions about whether true magic can ever exist. But most of all, it has a 
wonderful central character in Horace, smart and vulnerable, who grounds us in this extraordinary world.” 
—Soman Chainani, bestselling author of The School for Good and Evil 
 
 
In the world of the Keepers, it’s best not to speak in terms of the impossible. 
 
Horace F. Andrews, Keeper of the fabled Box of Promises, knows that nothing is 
impossible.  After all, he has the ability to see into the future, and his friend Chloe can 
walk through walls.  But before either of them can master their Tan’ji, their talismans 
of power, a new threat looms over all Keepers and they must prepare to battle their 
eternal enemies—the Riven. 
  
Far away, drawn by an irresistible summons, a mysterious girl is making her way to the 
Warren, the Keeper stronghold.  She wears the Ravenvine, and is learning to wield its 
fascinating power, but this Tan’ji is damaged. There’s no telling what will happen to the 
instrument or its Keeper if it cannot be made whole again.  April’s journey is long and 
dangerous, with strange new companions at her side and a pack of sinister hunters 
tracking her.  Will she reach the Warren in time, and is it a safe haven, or will it offer 
only more danger?   
  
Ted Sanders’ magical series begins with The Box and the Dragonfly and continues with 
this powerful sequel that expands the extraordinary world of The Keepers, where 
nothing is ever ordinary and three words rule:  Curiosity.  Discovery.  Possibility. 
 
Category:   Middle Grade/Fantasy 
Editor:   Toni Markiet 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler 
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  Finished Copies 
Sold to:   Hot Key (UK), Salani (Italian), Gutenberg Editora (Portuguese), Foksal (Polish) 
 
Also available: 

THE BOX AND THE DRAGONFLY, Book 1 of THE KEEPERS series, that Kirkus Reviews hails as “An epic adventure of self-discovery, 
magic, tragedy and blurred lines of loyalty.” Licensed to: Hot Key (UK), Salani (Italian), Gutenberg Editora (Portuguese), Foksal 
(Polish), and Shogakukan (Japanese) 

 
Ted Sanders is the author of the short story collection No Animals We Could Name (Graywolf, 2012), winner of the 2011 Bakeless 
Prize for Fiction. A recipient of a 2012 National Endowment for the Arts literature fellowship, he lives with his family in Urbana, 
Illinois, and teaches at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. www.tedsanders.net 

http://www.tedsanders.net/
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THE TROUBLE WITH TWINS 
Kathryn Siebel 
Knopf Books for Young Readers, August 2016 
 
Henrietta and Arabella are twins. They’re nearly identical except that they are 
very, very different. Oh, sisters…they make the best of friends!  Well, until they 
don’t.  One day Henrietta crosses the line. 
  
When the deed is discovered, Henrietta is quickly banished—sent to live with her 
eccentric great aunt Priscilla on Chillington Lane where black cats roam the dark 
rooms, the chores are endless, and dinner might turn out to be fish eyeball soup! 
Suddenly, living with Arabella doesn’t look so bad. 
  
Despite the dastardly deed, Arabella finds she longs for her sister, too. Soon she 
embarks on an unexpected journey to find her other half. 
  
The Trouble with Twins is an adventure and a comedy—a story about the power of 
unlikely friendships, the bond between sisters…and the way a bit of mischief is 
sometimes the only way to set things right. 
 
Category  Middle Grade 
Editor:    Michelle Frey 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  PDF and Galley Available 
Sold to:    Oxford University Press (UK)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Kathryn Siebel teaches Humanities at Billings Middle School in Seattle and works with elementary 
school students at the Greenlake School Age Care Program. She’s worked in educational publishing 
and as an English teacher and librarian. She has a MFA from the Iowa’s Writers’ Workshop. The 
Trouble with Twins is her first novel.    
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AUTUMN’S WISH 
Bella Thorne 
Delacorte, July 2016 
 
“We promise you’re going to love it.”—Teen Vogue.com  
  
“You’ll be obsessed with Autumn Falls. It has basically everything you could ever want.”—Seventeen.com 
  
A super-fun comic romp, the AUTUMN FALLS trilogy combines the relatable 
craziness of being a teenager with the beauty of a father/daughter bond that not 
even death can destroy. Autumn’s quest to survive school and figure out the 
meaning of these gifts will take her on a wild ride filled with first loves, best friends, 
mortal enemies, and the constant search for who she really is, all wrapped up and 
sprinkled with the perfect dash of magic. 
 
 
About AUTUMN’S WISH: 
 
Senior year is here, and everyone has a plan—except Autumn Falls. So many crazy-
important decisions lie ahead, and she’s scared to make the wrong one. So when 
she receives a magical watch that enables her to travel through time (!!!), Autumn 
hopes she can correct all of her past mistakes—with her friends, with boys—and 
maybe even prevent her dad from dying. But the watch doesn’t work that way. 
Instead, Autumn discovers that she’s only able to visit the future—and she doesn’t 
like what she sees. Autumn can change her destiny . . . but what does she really 
want? 
 
Category:   Young Adult 
Editor:    Wendy Loggia 
Agent:   Matthew Elblonk 
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  Manuscript Available 
 
 
Also available: 

AUTUMN FALLS and AUTUMN’S KISS. AUTUMN FALLS licensed to: Fundamento (Portuguese) and Pegasus (Turkish) 

 
 
 
 
 

Bella Thorne has more than 10.4 million Instagram followers, 75K Twitter followers, over 9.8 million 
Facebook likes on her page and she, being born into the social media generation, knows exactly how to 
engage them.  Fans all over the world embrace not only her acting, but everything she does. She was seen 
in the recent film Home Invasion with Ioan Gruffudd. 
 

 
 

PLEASE SAY PLEASE 
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Kyle T. Webster 
Scholastic, August 2016 
 
How do you ask for what you'd like? 
Do you shout "I want!" to get your way? 
Or do you say "please" each and every day?  
 
With energetic rhyming text, dazzling art, and loads of fun, a little girl learns 
that good things come to those who say "please"!  
 
 
 
 
Category:  Children’s Picture Book 
Editor:    David Saylor and Dianne Hess 
Agent:   Laurie Abkemeier  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  PDF 
Sold to:    Key Books (Greek) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Kyle T. Webster is an international award-winning illustrator who has drawn for The New Yorker, The 
New York Times, The Guardian, Wall Street Journal, Entertainment Weekly, NPR, Nike, and many other 
distinguished editorial, advertising, publishing and institutional clients. In addition to his illustration 
work, he has designed two 'Top 50' mobile games for Apple, created the world's top-selling digital art 
brushes for Photoshop (KyleBrush.com), and served on the board of directors for the world's largest 
illustration conference, ICON. He lives with his wife and two children in North Carolina. 
 
www.kyletwebster.com 
 
 

THE LAST STAR 
The final book of THE 5TH WAVE series 

http://www.kyletwebster.com/
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Rick Yancey  
Putnam, May 2016 
 

THE INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER TO HIT MOVIE THEATERS IN JANUARY 2016 
 

WWW.THE5THWAVEISCOMING.COM 
 
THE 5TH WAVE took the publishing world by storm in Spring of 2013—immediately hitting the 
top of The New York Times and Publishers Weekly bestseller lists, and spending months on 
virtually every bestseller list in the country. In Fall 2014, the temperature was raised even 
higher on this wildly successful series launch with the release of THE INFINITE SEA. 
 
May 2016 brings THE LAST STAR, the heart-stopping finale to the New York Times bestselling 
5th Wave series, to follow the major motion picture and continue 5

th
 Wave mania into the 

Spring. 
 
We’re here, then we’re gone, and that was true before they came. That’s always been true. The 
Others didn’t invent death; they just perfected it. Gave death a face to put back in our face, 
because they knew that was the only way to crush us. It won’t end on any continent or ocean, 
no mountain or plain, jungle or desert. It will end where it began, where it had been from the 
beginning, on the battlefield of the last beating human heart. 
 
Master storyteller Rick Yancey invokes triumph, loss, and unrelenting action as the fate of the 
planet is decided in the conclusion to this epic series. 
 
The 5

th
 Wave with Chloë Grace Moretz (Hugo, Carrie, (500) Days of Summer) starring as Cassie and Liev Schreiber as the villain 

Colonel Vosch, directed by J Blakeson will be released in January 2016.  
 
Category:   Young Adult/Science Fiction/Thriller 
Editor:   Ari Lewin  
Agent:   Brian DeFiore 
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  The 5

th
 Wave: Finished books,  

The Infinite Sea: Finished books 
The Last Star: Manuscript  
 

Sold to:  Book 1: Penguin UK (UK), Goldmann (German), Amarin Printing (Thai), A W Bruna 
(Dutch), WSOY (Finnish), Gyldendal (Norwegian), Editora Fundamento (Brazil), Rabén & 
Sjögren (Swedish), Laffont (French), Gyldendal (Danish), RBA (Spanish), Mondadori (Italian), 
Modan (Hebrew), S. Patakis (Greek), Egmont (Bulgarian), Otwarte (Polish), Atticus-Azbooka 
(Russian), Shueisha (Japanese), RH Korea (Korean), Thinkingdom (Chinese complex), Shanghai 
Zui (Chinese simple), Cartaphilus (Hungarian), Baronet (Czech), Pegasus (Turkish), Alma Littera 
(Lithuanian), Krajina Mriy (Ukrainian), Presenca (Portugal), Vydavatelstvo Tatran (Slovak), PT 
Gramedia Pustaka Utama (Indonesian), Art Grup (Romanian), Ajakirjade (Estonian), Ucila 
(Slovene), Nha Nam (Vietnamese), Profil (Croatian), Urban Reads (Serbian), RBA (Catalan), 
Palitra (Georgian), BTC Sahinpasic (Bosnian)  
 

 
Sold to:  Book 2: Penguin UK (UK), Goldmann (German), Amarin Printing (Thai), A W Bruna 
(Dutch), WSOY (Finnish), Gyldendal (Norwegian), Editora Fundamento (Brazil), Rabén & 
Sjögren (Swedish), Laffont (French), Gyldendal (Danish), RBA (Spanish), Modan (Hebrew), 
Egmont (Bulgarian), Otwarte (Polish), Atticus-Azbooka (Russian), RH Korea (Korean), 
Thinkingdom (Chinese complex), Shanghai Zui (Chinese simple), Cartaphilus (Hungarian), 
Baronet (Czech), Pegasus (Turkish), Presenca (Portugal), Vydavatelstvo Tatran (Slovak), PT 
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Gramedia Pustaka Utama (Indonesian), Art Grup (Romanian), Ajakirjade (Estonian), Urban Reads (Serbian), RBA (Catalan), BTC 
Sahinpasic (Bosnian), Mondadori (Italian) 
 
Sold to: Book 3: Penguin UK (UK), Goldmann (German), A W Bruna (Dutch), WSOY (Finnish), Gyldendal (Norwegian), Editora 
Fundamento (Brazil), Rabén & Sjögren (Swedish), Laffont (French), Gyldendal (Danish), RBA (Spanish), Modan (Hebrew), Egmont 
(Bulgarian), Otwarte (Polish), RH Korea (Korean), Thinkingdom (Chinese complex), Shanghai Zui (Chinese simple), Baronet (Czech), 
Presenca (Portugal), PT Gramedia Pustaka Utama (Indonesian), Art Grup (Romanian), Ajakirjade (Estonian), Urban Reads (Serbian), 
RBA (Catalan), BTC Sahinpasic (Bosnian), Mondadori (Italian), Baronet (Czech), Pegasus (Turkish) 
 

Praise for THE 5TH WAVE 
 
 

“Wildly entertaining . . . I couldn’t turn the pages fast enough.”  
—Justin Cronin, The New York Times Book Review 
 
"A modern sci-fi masterpiece . . . should do for aliens what Twilight did for vampires." 
—USAToday.com 
 
“It has the dark, swoopy adrenaline of The Hunger Games, but the elegiac tone of The Road. 
Who cares what shelf you find it on? Just read it.” 
—Entertainment Weekly (EW’s grade: A) 
 
“[A] gripping SF trilogy about an Earth decimated by an alien invasion…As in the 
Monstrumologist series, the question of what it means to be human is at the forefront—in 
the words of cartoonist Walt Kelly, ‘We have met the enemy and he is us.’ It’s a book that 
targets a broad commercial audience, and Yancey’s aim is every bit as good as Cassie’s.” 
—Publishers Weekly Starred Review 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rick Yancey was a field officer for the Internal Revenue Service. Inspired and encouraged by his 
wife, he decided his degree might also be useful in writing books and in 2004 he began writing 
full-time. Since then he has launched three critically acclaimed series for young adults: THE 
EXTRAORDINARY ADVENTURES OF ALFRED KROPP, THE MONSTRUMOLOGIST and his   science-
fiction thriller series, THE 5TH WAVE.   
 
www.rickyancey.com 
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THE TENDERNESS OF THIEVES 
Donna Freitas 
Philomel/Penguin, May 2015 
 
“Tempting, sexy, and dangerous, this book will steal your heart. I was completely lured by the story’s dark twists and turns.” 
—Marie Rutkoski, author of The Winner’s Curse 
  
“Full of passion, tenderness, and fun...readers will enjoy the chemistry that simmers between Jane and Handel....For a summer 
romance with a twist, Freitas delivers.”—Publishers Weekly  
 
“The meandering, dreamy language—grass is 'tender with the newness of life,' and Jane's desire makes her heart 'flutter like the 
wings of a hummingbird'—is perfect for the hazy, hot summer days depicted.”—Kirkus Reviews 
 
 
A summer romance filled with danger and lies... 
 
Jane is ready for a fantastic summer. In fact, she’s pretty sure the universe owes her 
one. This past winter, Jane was held at knifepoint during an armed robbery and the 
specter of that night still haunts her. A summer romance with one of the town bad 
boys—sexy Handel Davies, who takes her breath away and makes her feel like a 
bolder version of herself—seems like the universe’s way of paying her back. But bad 
boys always have secrets, and Handel’s secret just might shatter Jane completely. 
 
This suspense novel marries psychological thriller with summer romance and is 
perfect for teen fans of Gillian Flynn’s Gone Girl. 
 
 
 
Category  Young Adult/Romance/Mystery 
Editor:    Jill Santopolo 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  Finished Copies 
Sold to:    La Martiniere Jeunesse (French) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Donna Freitas is the author of several young adult and middle grade novels. She is also the author of adult nonfiction. She has 
written for national newspapers and magazines about religion, sex, hookup culture, and life on a college campus today, including 
The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The Boston Globe, and The Washington Post.  She has appeared on NPR, The Today 
Show, CNN, and many other news media outlets, and she has lectured about her research at nearly eighty colleges and universities 
across the United States. She lives in Brooklyn and Barcelona. 
  

www.donnafreitas.com 

http://www.donnafreitas.com/
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EDMUND UNRAVELS 

Andrew Kolb 
Nancy Paulsen Books/Penguin, March 2015 

 
Chosen for a B&N National Storytime. It was read in 650 stores on that day. 
A March pick for the Children’s Book Council's Hot Off the Press reading list. 

 
Edmund is a ball of yarn and a ball of energy! From the time he could roll, 
he’s been bouncing down his front steps to explore, and his parents have 
always been right there to reel him in and roll him back up. But now that he’s 
bigger Edmund is ready to discover the wonders of the world. Everything is 
new and exciting but sometimes, even a little ball of yarn gets lonely. 
EDMUND UNRAVELS celebrates both the joy of venturing into the unknown 
and the value of staying connected to loved ones back home. 
 
“Pencils and pixels come together in sunny illustrations that bring this little 
round guy to life. His trailing tail, goofy smile, twirly ‘bangs,' baseball cap and 
jaunty backpack will allow young readers to identify with him, even when he 
is sweaty and scared when (not-so-scary) cats chase him. They will smile with 
recognition when he meets 'interesting people' in the shapes of bottles, toilet 
paper rolls, buttons and even a friendly pincushion. They will undoubtedly 
cheer when Edmund exhausts the possibilities of travel and rolls himself 
home to family and friends—and they may hope he finds a pal to roll around 
with on another journey. This long extended metaphor filled with laugh-worthy wordplay will comfort children and parents alike.” 
—Kirkus Reviews 
 
"Kolb has a bright, clean drawing style that will remind readers of their favorite contemporary animation, and his panoramas make it 
fun to follow Edmund’s travels and the trail of yarn he leaves in his wake…. Kolb’s first book is impressive for its visual playfulness 
and its astute take on child development.”—Publishers Weekly 
 
"Consider this children’s book to be 2015’s version of Oh, the Places You’ll Go! Edmund, an adorable ball of yarn, sets off to explore 
the world. He meets interesting people and visits exciting places, but ultimately, finds that he can’t head out into the world alone 
without a little support from his family.”—Real Simple 
 
Category:  Children’s Picture Book 
Editor:    Nancy Paulsen 
Agent:   Laurie Abkemeier  
DeFiore & Co. Controls: Translation 
Material:  Finished Books 
 
 

Andrew Kolb is an artist, designer, and illustrator. He has collaborated with clients, including The Walt 
Disney Company and the SyFy Channel and ranging from start-ups to major television networks on 
everything from fitness apps to animated shorts. He lives in Kitchener, Ontario.  
 
www.kolbisneat.com 

 
 

http://www.kolbisneat.com/
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Walter Dean Myers  
 

MONSTER 
HarperCollins 
 
A New York Times Bestseller 
Winner of the first Michael L. Printz Award 
Coretta Scott King Author Award Honor Book 
National Book Award Finalist 
On Amazon’s “100 Young Adult Books to Read in a Lifetime” 
TIME Magazine’s “Best Children’s and YA Books of All Time” 
  
Sold to: Allen & Unwin (Australia), Ernst Klett Verlag (English language in Germany), Changbi (Korea), Martins Fontes (Brazil), 
Omnibrook (Taiwan), Trei (Romania) 
 
Previous sales: Carles Forlag (Denmark), Dapper Foundation (France), Bertelsmann (Germany), Otava (Finland), Image Publishing 
(Thailand), Gunisigi (Turkey) 
  

INVASION (PREQUEL TO FALLEN ANGELS and SUNRISE OVER FALLUJAH)  
Scholastic 

 

SUNRISE OVER FALLUJAH (SEQUEL TO FALLEN ANGELS) 
Scholastic  
A New York Times Best Book of the Year and School Library Journal Best Book 
 
Sold to: Boje Verlag (Germany) 
 

FALLEN ANGELS 
Scholastic  
Winner of the Coretta Scott King Author Award Book 
 
Sold to: Fox Vox (Danish). 
 

AT HER MAJESTY’S REQUEST 
An African Princess in Victorian England 
Scholastic 
 
Sold to: Walker Books (UK). 
 
Category:  Young Adult 
Agent:   Miriam Altshuler 
DeFiore & Co. Controls: UK and Translation 
Material:  Finished Copies 
 

Walter Dean Myers's fiction and nonfiction books have reached millions of young people. A prolific author of 
more than one hundred titles, he received every major award in the field of children's literature. He wrote two 
Newbery Honor Books, eleven Coretta Scott King Award winners, three National Book Award finalists, and was 
the winner of the first Michael L. Printz Award for Excellence in Young Adult Literature. He also received the 
Margaret A. Edwards Award for lifetime achievement in writing for young adults and was the first recipient of 
the Coretta Scott King-Virginia Hamilton Award for Lifetime Achievement. From 2012 through 2013, he served 
as the National Ambassador for Young People's Literature with the platform "Reading is not optional." 
www.walterdeanmyers.net 

 

http://www.walterdeanmyers.net/
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Co-Agents 

 
 

Brazil: 
Laura Riff 
The Riff Agency (Brazil) 
laura@agenciariff.com.br 
 
Italy, Portugal, Spain and Latin America (Adult): 
Giulia Bernabè 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (London) 
gbernabe@nurnberg.co.uk  
 
Italy, Portugal, Spain and Latin America (Children’s and 
Graphic Novels): 
Juliana Galvis  
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (London) 
jgalvis@nurnberg.co.uk  
 
Bulgaria, Romania & Serbia: 
Anna & Mira Droumeva 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Sofia) 
anas@tea.bg, mira@anas-bg.com 
 
China: 
Jackie Huang 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Beijing) 
Jhuang@nurnberg.com.cn 
 
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic, Slovenia: 
Lucie Poláková 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Prague) 
polakova@nurnberg.cz  
 
France/Quebec: 
Eliane Benisti 
Agence Eliane Benisti 
eliane@elianebenisti.com  
 
Germany: 
Sabine Pfannenstiel 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (London) 
spfannenstiel@nurnberg.co.uk 
 
Greece: 
John Moukakos 
JLM Literary Agency 
jlm@jlm.gr 
 
Hungary & Croatia: 
Judit Hermann 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Budapest) 
j.hermann@nurnberg.hu 

 
Israel: 
Dalia Ever Hadani 
The Book Publishers Association of Israel 
rights2@tbpai.co.il 
 
 
 

 
UK: 
Meredith Kaffel Simonoff 
meredith@defliterary.com 
 
Japan: 
Ken Mori & Manami Tamaoki 
Tuttle-Mori 
ken@tuttlemori.com, manami@tuttlemori.com 
 
Korea: 
Henry Shin 
Eric Yang Agency 
henryshin@ericyangagency.co.kr 
 
Latvia, Lithuania, Ukraine, Estonia: 
Tatjana Zoldnere 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Latvia) 
zoldnere@anab.apollo.lv 
 
The Netherlands: 
Paul Sebes 
sebes@sebes.nl 
 
Scandinavia: 
Ia Atterholm 
Ia Atterholm Agency 
ia.atterholm@telia.com 
 
Poland: 
Marcin Biegaj 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates Warsaw 
marcin.biegaj@nurnberg.pl 
 
Russia: 
Ludmilla Sushkova 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Moscow) 
sushkova@awax.ru 
 
Taiwan: 
Whitney Hsu 
Andrew Nurnberg Associates (Taipei) 
whsu@nurnberg.com.tw 

 
Turkey: 
Dilek Kayi 
Kayi Agency 
dilek@nkliteraryagency.com
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